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IN THE COURT OF ADDITIONAL SESSIONS JUDGE.2(FTC) :
TINSUKIA

Present: Sri J.K Das, AIS,
Additional Sessions Judge-2(FTC),
Tinsukia

Date of judgment:- 23.L2.2O22

, Sessions Case No. 33(T) 2018

( Tinsukia Police Station Case No. 28/ 2OL7)

COMPLAINANT : STATE OF ASSAM

REPRESENTED BY Smt. J. Phukan,

Learned Addl. P.P.

ACCUSED Sri Jitul Rajbangshi,
S/o. Sri Manik Chandra
Rajbangshi,

Vo. Molan Pathar, Hansara,
P.S Doomdooma
District : Tinsukia( Assam).

REPRESENTED BY Sri N. Prasad,
Learned Advocate.
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Date of offence 03.01.2017

05.01.2017

Date of Charge sheet 30.05.2017

Date of Framing of charge- 27.04.20t8

Date of commencement of evidence 09.09.19, 03.10.18,
08.10.19, 19.11.1g,
01.12.19,04.01.19,
27.09.20L9.

Date of Argument

Date on which judgment is reserved

Date of Judgment

of the Sentencing Order, if any

Accused

Date of
Arrest

Date of
Release
On Bail

Offences
charged

with

Whether
Acquitted

or
convicted

Sentenc
e

Imposed

Period of
Detention

Undergone
during Trial

for
purpose of

Sec,
428 Cr.P.C.

Sri Jitul Rajbangshi,
S/o. Sri Manik Chandra
Rajbangshi,

R/o, Molan Pathar, Hansara,
P.S Doomdooma
District : Tinsukia( Assam).

10.01.2017 28.03.L7 U/s
341t325t

307 of
IPC and

Sec.

t82tL96
of MV

Act.

Acquitted

Accused Details:
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1. rne g
ejahar is that 03.01.17 at about 5 pM , when sri
Dibyajyoti Neog , the son of the informant arongwith
sri Jintu Rajbangshi and three unknown persons were
coming from Laipuri through bypass, Sri Jintu
Rajbangshi arongwith three unknown persons wrongfuily
restrained the son of the informant and votuntariry
caused grievous hurt on his face and head with
punch and threw him on the road with an intention
to kill him. Later Tinsukia porice found the son of the
informant in unconscious state at Borguri Bypass and
shifted his son at rinsukia civir Hospitar and reported

,. 
. 

the informant. Later the injured was taken to srimantaL. rv ., uLrr sLr yyos tdKen to srtmanta
" "'sankardev 

Nursing Home, Dibrugarh. The condition of
his son is serious ti, firing of the Ejahar. Hence, this
case.

2' on the basis of the said ejahar of Tinsukia p.s.
case No 2Bl20L7 u/s 34L, 326, 307, 34 of IpC was
registered. on compretion of investigation the officer- In -
charge of Tinsukia p.s. filed charge sheet against accused
Sri Jitul Rajbongshi u/s 34L,325,307 of IpC and Sec.
1821196 of M.V. Act.
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3. On appeannce of the accused copies of relevant

documenB were fumished to him as per requirement of

law. After hearing learned counsels of both sides and on

perusal of relevant documents on record, my learned

predecessor in office framed a formal charge against the

accused under section 34L, 325, 307 of IpC and Sec.

182/196 of M.V. Act.. The charges were read over and

explained to the accused to which he pleaded not guilty and

claimed to be tried.

4. Prosecution side adduced the evidence of

foufteen(l4) witnesses and exhibited seven documents.

Thereafter the Prosecution evidence was closed as no more

evidence was required after perusal of the evidence on
' record. The statement of the accused was recorded under

" section 313 Cr.P.C. The accused has declined to adduce

evidence in defence. I have heard the arguments of both

sides and perused the evidence on record.

5. The points for determination in this case are as

follows:

(i) Whether the accused alongwith three of your

companions on 03.01.17 at about 5 P.M

wrongfully restrained Dibyajyoti Neog on the

Tinsukia bypass roaQ by their motorcycle

bearing no. A5-23/M-4166 and that they have all

thereby committed an offence punishable U/s.
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(i ii)

347 of the IPC?

(ii) Whether the accused on the same day, time

and place had assaulted Sri Dibyajyoti Neog

the son of the informant and voluntarily caused

grievous hurt on his face and head with punch

and threw him on the road that they have all

thereby commiffed an offence punishable U/s.

325 of the IPC?

Whether the accused on the same day, time

and place had voluntarily caused injury to

victim with such intention under such

circumstances that, if by that act he had caused

the death of Sri Dibyajyoti Neog, he

have been guilty of murder and that he

thereby caused hurt to said Sri Dibyajyoti

Neog, and thereby committed an offence

punishable U/s. 3O7 of the IPC ?

Whether the accused on the same day, time

and place were found plying their motorcycle

bearing no. AS-23/M-4166 without license in a
public roaQ i.e. bypass Road, Tinsukia and

thereby committed an offence punishable U/s.

782 of the M.V Ad ?

Whether the accused on the same day, time

and place were found plying motorcycle bearing

no. AS-23/M-4166 without ualid insurance

(iv)

(v)
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thereby committed

796 of the M.VA* ?

6. P.w.l, sri Kumud Neog, informant deposed that he
knows the accused also. The incident took place on lst
January, 20Lt at about 10 AM. At the time of incident he
was working at ralap garden. His son sri Dibyajyoti Neog,

aged 20 years resides at Laipuli at his own house. Accused

Jitul Rajbangshi took away his son for picnic to Guijan. After
the picnic his son was returning with the accused. At
Bypass his son met with an accident, and his son was
lying unconscious at Bypass. police informed about the
accident at 5 P.M on the same day. Thereafter he went to
the shankardev Hospital, at Dibrugarh and reached at about
7 P.M. Police told him that his son was assaulted. His son

,- 
,$r found in a serious condition. on the same . day he,'i

:lbdged the ejahar at rinsukia p.s after coming from
Dibrugarh. Elt. 1 is the ejahar, Ext. 1(1) is his signature.
Police recorded his statement. His statement was also
recorded by Judicial Magistrate at rinsukia couft. Elt. 2 is

his statement, Ext. 2(1) is his signature on the 164
statement.

7. In cross-examination the pw.l has stated that the
Ext. 1 was drafted as per his version. He can read
Assamese language. The ejahar was lodged on 05.01.17.
The incident was narrated to him by police personnel. The
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police person who recorded his statementffi
the incident to him and the same police officer had

produced him before the couft for recording his

statement U/s. 164 cr.p.c. He had no personal knowledge

regarding the incident. He did not visit the place of
occurrence. He had stated before the Magistrate that his

son sustained injuries by falling from the motorcycle. The

police did not inform him that the incident occurred near a

speed breaker at Bypass. The accused and his son are

friends. 4-5 friends of his son went to Guijan for picnic on

the day of incident. The motorcycle involved in the

accident was seized by the police. After 4 or 5 days of the
incident accused Jitul Rajbangshi was arrested by police

on the basis of his ejahar. The accused was released on

bail on 28.03.17. Doctor Minhanz Momin treated his son

at shankardev Hospital, Dibrugarh. In the ejahar he has

not stated that the incident narrated thereon was

narrated by the police. He denies the suggestion that he,;
has lodged a false case against the accused and due to
filing of false case, the accused remained in jail hajot for
more than 2 months.

8. P.W.2 Smt. Nishamoni Neog, has deposed that
she knows the complainant Sri Kumud Neog. she does

not know the accused person. Incident took place on

03.01.17 at 3:30-4 P.M. he was at home at that time.

Her daughter, Happymoni Neog was at his shop. The

shop was located nearby. Her daughter told her that
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something was thrown out from 40-50 meters distance of

his shop by some boys. On getting the information he

came to the spot. There he saw one boy was lying in

injured condition. Many People gathered there. After 10

minutes police party arrived. They called 108 Ambulance.

Later he saw Ambulance arrived at the P.O. The

injured was taken to hospital by 108 Ambulance. Thereafter

about t hour later police again arrived and recorded her

and her daughter's statements.

9. tn Cross- Examination she deposed that the injured

sustained injury in a motor accident.

10. P.W.3, Miss Happymoni Neog has deposed that s

he does not know the complainant Sri Kumud Neog. She

also does not know the accused person. Incident too.k

place on 03.01.17 at 3:30-4 P.M. She was at their shop.

.Th" shop was located near bypass. At the time of

incident she was at their shop. She did not see the

injured person. Some boys thrown out the injured near a

jungle. Many People gathered at the P.O. She saw the

injured was thrown out. She told about the incident to

her mother. Her mother came to the spot. Thereafter

called Ambulance and Ambulance arrived and the injured

was taken in that Ambulance. Police recorded her

I statement about the incident.

11. In Cross- Examination the PW.3 has deposed

that she did not see the boys. She did not notice the
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not go to the Place of

occurrence but when the people gathered she went to l

the P.o. she did not see the injured. She does not know

if any accident occurred on that day'

L2. P.W.4, Dr. Harendra Nath Konwer has deposed

that on 03.01.17 he was at srimanta sarkardev

Hospital, Dibrugarh. on that day he examined sri

Dibyajyoti Neog, t9 years old, male of Laipuli village,

Panitola O.P, District Tinsukia on police requisition'

On examination he found as follows :

Aileged history of Trauma around 5 P.M on 08.01.17 near

Tinsukia Bypass as told by his father. There is no loss

of consciousness with profused bteeding right ear and

throat with GCS.

Local examination -

1) Un stitched lacerated wound over mid face' Extending

upto inner aspect of upper lip' Approx' 3 cm X 2 cm X 1

cm with severe active bleeding'
I

2) Un stitched lacerated wound over the right parietal

region APProx. 3 cm X 1 cm '

3) Active bleeding from right ear'

opinion : Nature of Neorosurgical injury - blunt, fresh

with active bleeding. Type of injury - grievous. condition

at discharge- the Patient was arousal but was not able

w
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to talk, not able to walk, but could sit with suppoft. Date

of discharge - 24.01.17. The case was attended by Dr.

Rahul Singh , DI. Minhanz Momim and myself. Ext. 3 is

the medical report and Ext. 3(1) is his signature.

13. In Cross-examination the PW.4 has deposed that

the injury was caused in a road traffic accident.

L4. P.W.5 Smt. Sushnarani Neog, has deposed that

she knows both the informant and the accused. The

incident occurred on 3'd January, 20t7 at day time. She

was at home at the time of incident. She came to know

about the incident in the evening. Her nephew Sri

Dibyajyoti Neog, s/o. Sri Kumud Neog was taken away

by the accused in the morning time for picnic. In the

evening she came to know that Sri Dibyajyoti Neog was

admitted in Tinsukia Civil Hospital. She visited the hospital

,on receiving phone call. She saw Sri Dibyajyoti Neog in

,injured condition with blood in his mouth. He was not in

a position to speak. Then she returned home. Police

recorded her statement.

I tS. The Cross- Examination is declined by the defence.

16, P.W.6, Smt. Anju Neog has deposed that she

knows both the informant and the accused. The incident

occurred on 3'd January, 20L7. At day time she was at

home at the time of incident. She came to know about

the incident in the evening. Her son Sri Dibyajyoti Neog

was taken away by the accused in the morning time for

It . '*-.'--'-
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n at around 3 P'M she came to

know that sri Dibyajyoti Neog was admitted in Tinsukia

Civil Hospital. She visited the hospitat on receiving phone

call. She saw Sri Dibyajyoti Neog in injured condition with

blood in his mouth. He was not in a position to speak'

on advice of doctor the injured was taken to sankardev

Hospital, Dibrugarh on the same day. she accompanied

the injured to sankardev Hospital, Dibrugarh. The injured

stayed at sankardev Hospital, Dibrugarh for 20 days' After

20 days the injured was able to move but could not

freely speak. Around six months later the injured regained

his memory. Police recorded her statement'

\7. The-Cross- Examination is Declined'

lS.P.W.T,SriDibyajyotiNeog,hasdeposedthat
informant is his father. He knows the accused person. The

incident occurred on 3'd January, 20L7 at day time'

Accused took him to the Guijan for roaming. Thereafter

I$"v came back on accused's bike from Guijan and heading

towards Gobindapur. Before reaching Gobindapur, the bike

was stopped by accused on the plea of urinal. He was

standing near the bike. Later, the accused returned back

and all of a sudden hit his face with some unidentified

maternal. His 5-6 nos of teeth were broken down and he

also received injury on his head. After that he fell

unconscious. Around three months later he regained his

senses at home.
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19. tn Cross- Examination th

does not know who rodged the ejahar of this case. At
the time of incident he was pursuing his studies in

Higher secondary znd year at Jananta coilege, Borguri,
Tinsukia. He appeared in the H.s 1't year examination in
the month of February, 2016. He knows siril Tanti, Litu
Phukan and Jitul Rajbongshi. on 03.01.17 he was in the
house of his uncle sri Jyotish Neog situated at Laiputi,

Tinsukia. on that day at about 10:30 AM Jitul came to his

house in a motorcycre R-15. The back seat of said bike
was inclined towards the oil Tank. He boarded the laid bike
Jitul Rajbongshi and went to Guijan to enjoy picnic. At the
picnic spot there were 6-7 other boys were present. out of
the 6-7 persons present at the picnic spot, he knows
Jitu Phukan, Jitul Rajbongshi and he coutd not identiff the
other persons present at the picnic spot. The foods were
aryanged by them joinUy. They started eating at about 1:30
P.M. The food items were prepared at the spot by using

:utensils. He and Jitul came back early. He visited Guijan
for 5-6 times. They started at about 3:30 p.M from Guijan
to reach their home. Jitul resides at Hansara. A person

going to Hansara need not go to panitola. They started
from Guijan and these two bypass four square and
thereafter went towards Gobindapur. He was wearing
sandal at the time of incident.

20. Police did not record his statement in course of

\9r-\$tv
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the investigation of the case. one day he visited cuiian

Police out Post. one day one phone call was received by

his father situated at Neogchuk, Tinsukia. On the day of

receipt of phone call, he was at Talap, Tengagaon.

Thereafter he and his father came to Tinsukia in a bus

from Talap and thereafter boarded in an auto and went to
Guijan. He does not recollect the exact time of visit at

Guijan. Police enquired about his name but did not record

other information. He did not state before the porice

regarding the incident occurred on 03.01.17 as police did

not put any question. He stated before the police that on

the day of the incident he went to Guijan from his uncre's

house in the bike of Jitul Rajbongshi. He does not recollect

whether he stated before the police that he was coming

back to his house in the bike of Jitu! Rajbongshi. He did': ':

, not state before the police that the accused was driving

the vehicle in high speed so he asked him not to drive in
,,'

high speed. He did not state before the police that near

bypass he suddenly fell down from the bike. This was not

an accident case. It was a murder case. Jitu went to the

picnic spot in a bike. He was accompanied by the son of

owner of Singh Dhaba. He does not recollect how many

bikes were lying at the picnic spot on 03.01.17. He does

not know regarding the Accent car which was parked

near the picnic spot. He knows Jitul Rajbongshi for last

two years from the date of incident. They used to call over

telephone.
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2L. He did not state Oefo

is his father. He knows the accused person. The incident

occurred on 3'd January, 2oL7 at day time. Accused took
him to the Guijan for roaming. Thereafter they came back

on accused's bike from Guijan and heading towards

Gobindapur. Before reaching Gobindapur, the bike was

stopped by accused on the prea of urinal. He was standing

near the bike. Later, the accused returned back and all of
a sudden hit his face with some unidentified maternat. His

5-6 nos of teeth were broken down and he also received

injury on his head. After that he fell unconscious. Around

three months Iater he regained his senses at home,,.

22. He denies the suggestion that he did not state

before police that he sustained injury by falling from

motorcycle. He denies the suggestion that he did not

state before police that before reaching Gobindapur, the
bike was stopped by accused on the plea of urinal. He was

standing near the bike. Later, the accused returned back

and all of a sudden hit his face with some unidentified

maternal. His 5-6 nos of teeth were broken down and he

also received injury on his head. After that he fell

unconscious. He denies the suggestion that he deposed

falsely that he was assaulted by the accused at bypass,

Tinsukia.

23. P.w.B. sri Mridul Kumar Neog has deposed

that the informant is his cousin brother. He also know

the accused person present in the dock. The incident took

Yd$V
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place on 213 January, 2017. At the time of incident he

was at home. He saw the accused and his nephew, Sri

Dibyajyoti Neog went out from the house of Smt.

sushnarani Neog in afternoon. In the evening he came to

know from his brother, sri Jyotish Neog that Sri Dibyajyoti

Neog was lying at Guijan bypass. Later the injured was

admitted at rinsukia civil Hospital by 108 Ambulance. on

the next day the injured was shifted to the shankardev

Hospital, Dibrugarh. He went to see the injured at

Shankardev Hospital, Dibrugarh. The injured was

admitted there at ICU. Police recorded his statement.

24. In Cross-examination the PW.B has stated that

he stated before the police as he deposed in the court

today.

25. P.W.9, Sri Padma Gogoi has deposed that he

does not know the informant of this case. He also does

not know the accused person, The incident took prace

around one year back at day time. At the time of

incident he was ploughing at his own garden. Then he

saw public gathered in front of his house. He went to the

P.O and saw one boy was lying near the bypass road in
an injured condition. Later police visited the place and

asked him to put his signature on a paper. He could not

say how the boy was lying on the road.

26. In Cross-examination the PW.g has stated that

he reached the P.o after the visit of police. He disclosed to

%rw
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the police as he deposed in the coutt. There are frequent

accident occurred at Bypass road. He does not know

when the motor accident occurred relating to this incident.

27. P.W.10, Sri Bijon Gogoi has deposed that he

does not know the informant of this case. He also does

not know the accused person. He cannot recollect the

date of incident. At the time of incident he was working at

Civil Hospital, Tinsukia. He do not know anything about

the incident. Police visited the spot 4-5 days later. His name

was asked by the police.

28. In Cross-examination PW.10 has deposed that he

disclosed to the police that he do not know anything about

the accident.

29. P.W.11., Sri Lokeswar Boraik has deposed that

he does not know the informant of this case. He also

does not know the accused person. One day he visited

Guijan O.P where he puts his signature on Ext. 4, prepared

by the police. Ext. 4(1) is his signature. He could not

recollect why he puts his signature on Elt. 4, seizure-list.

30. The Cross-examination is declined.

31. P.W.12, Sri Tanuj Das has deposed that he

I does not know the informant. He does not know the

accused also. He does not know anything about the

incident. He puts his signature Ext. 4(2) on Ext. 4, seizure-

list.
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32. The Cross-examination is declined.

33. PW.13, Md. Moniruddin Ahmed has deposed that

on 21.04.17 he was serving as M.V.I at D.T.O office,

Tinsukia. On that day, he examined the Yamaha

motorcycle bearing regn. no. AS-23/M -4166 on police

requisition of Guijan O.P.

On examination he found no damage of the

motorcycle and mechanical could not be started due to

defect on Ignition key.

Ext. 4 is the

signature.

MVI repoft, E)(t. 4(1) is his

34. The Cross-examination is declined.

i5.35. P.W.14, Sri Tushen Chutia(S.I) has deposed that

on 05.01.17 he was posted at Guijan O.P as I/C under

Tinsukia P.S. On that day, the then OC, Sri Puna Gogoi

of Tinsukia PS entrusted him with the investigation of this

case. Ext. 1 is the Ejahar. Ext. 1(2) is the signature of the

then OC with his endorsement. After receiving the ejahar

he examined the complainant Sri Kumud Neog alongwith

others namely, Smt. Jyotsna Neog, Sri Mridul Neog at the

P.S. He also recorded their statements. On the next day

morning he visited the P.O. He drew up a sketch map.

Ext. 6 is the sketch ffi?P, Ext. 6(1) is' his signature on the

sketch map.

36. At the P.O he examined and recorded the

h.$



statement of sri Bijon Gogoi, smt. Happimoni Irteog, smt.
Nishamoni Neog, sri promod Gogoi. He also visited the

srimanta shankardev Hospital at Dibrugarh where the
injured under went treatment. Thereafter he also visited

the house of the injured. He met the injured at Guijan o.p.

He was examined and recorded his statement. Earlier to
this, he met the injured in his home but could not

complete his examination. He also forwarded sri Kumud

Neog, the father of the accused to the Ld. court for

recording his statement U/s. 164 cr.p.c. E)ft. 2 is the said

statement.

37. Thereafter he apprehended the accused at his

home situated at Hansara T.E staff quarter under

Doomdooma P.s. The accused was brought to the p.s. He

was interrogated. Later, he was arrested and he was

forwarded to the court. During his investigation, he also

seized one motorcycle bearing regd. no. AS-23-M-4166.
t

",The motorcycle was examined by the MVI, Tinsukia and

then he also collected the MVI report. Further, during his

investigation, he also collected the Medical Injury Report

from the srimanta Shankardev Hospitar at Dibrugarh.

Thereafter on completion of investigation he has submitted

charge-sheeted against the accused sri Jitul Rajbonshi

u/s. 34113071325 of the IPC r.w sec. 182 tL96 of M.v Act.

Ext. 7 is the charge-sheet, Elt. 7(1) is his signature on

the charge-sheet.

38. !n cross-Examination the pw. 14 has deposed
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that the name of the place of bypass is 37 bypass. The

distance between P.O and Guijan O.P is not mentioned in

his C.D. After receipt of the Ext. 1, he visited the P.O. He

received the ejahar at about t0 P.M on 05.01.17. The Ext.

1 was filed before OC, Tinsukia and he received the same

through "Dak". On 06.01.17 at about 9:30 AM, he alongwith

my party visited the bypass. On 06.01.17 at about 10:10

AM, the complainant, Kumud Neog voluntarily appeared at

Guijan Out Post. On that day at about 1:55 PM, he

returned to OP from the P.O. Later on the witness stated

that on 05.01.17 at about 10:10 PM, he met the

comptainant at O.P. On that day he recorded his

statement. On that day he also recorded the statement of

Smt. Jyotshna Neog and Sri Mridul Neog and at about

10:40 PM, he closed the C.D. He opened the C.D on

06.01.17 at about 9 AM. At about 10 AM, he found the

complainant at the place of occurrence. As shown by the

eomplainant he prepared one sketch map. There is no house

or shop at the P.O.

39. On 06.01.17 from the P.O, he went to the house

of the accused and reached there at about 12:05 PM.

However, the accused was not found in his house. So he

returned to the OP. On 10.01.17 at about 1:30 PM, he

went to the house of the accused situated at Hansara in

connection with the instant case and reached at his house

lat about 2:30 PM. He took the custody of the accused and

brought him to the OP at about 4 PM. He also seized the
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motorcycle involved in the accident. On the same day at

about 6 P.M, he arrested the accused and on the next

day he forwarded him to the court. He also produced the

seized motorcycle which was involved in the accident in

the court.

40. On 12.01.17 at about 10:30 AM he alongwith his

staff proceeded to Srimanta Shankardev Hospital at

Dibrugarh. He made a prayer for dying declaration to the

Superintendent, Srimanta Shankardev Hospital at

Dibrugarh. He does not have any computer system. He does

not know how to operate the computer. Ext. A was

submitted before Superintendent, Srimanta Shankardev

Hospital at Dibrugarh on L2.0t.17. It was typed on

12.01.17. He himself overlapped the date.

4L. Further cross-examination could not be

,cgmpleted due to non appearance of I/O.

42. I have heard Ld. Advocates of both sides.

Perused the evidence on record. Prosecution side

examined as many as t4 PWs including the M/O & I/O.

of this case. PW.l deposes that his son Dibyajyoti Neog

went with Jitul Rajbongshi for picnic to Guijan. After

picnic his son returned with the accused near Bypass,

he met with an accident and he got information at

about 5 PM and he was shifted to Shankardeb Hospital,

Dibrugarh at 7 P.M. after return back from Dibrugarh and

as per police stated that his son was assaulted by
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accused. He lodged the FIR. His statement was recorded

by Judicial Magistrate, Tinsukia. E)t. 2 is his statement

and Ext. 2(1) is his signature. The PW.7 is the victim

of this case who deposes that incident occurred on 3'd

January, 20t7 at day time. Accused took him to the

Guijan for roaming. Thereafter they came back on accused's

bike from Guijan and heading towards Gobindapur. Before

reaching Gobindapur, the bike was stopped by accused on

the plea of urinal. He was standing near the bike. Later,

the accused returned back and all of a sudden hit his

face with some unidentified maternal. His 5-6 nos of teeth

were broken down and he also received injury on his

head. After that he fell unconscious. Around three months

later he regained his senses at home. As per version of

the PW.1 that his son met with an accident and as per

the statement by police he lodged FIR against the

.accused person. PW.4, is the Medical witness who

bxamined the victim, Dibyajyoti Neog and found the
;i

followino iniuries:-
,t'JJ

Alleged history of Trauma around 5 P.M on 08.01.17 near

Tinsukia Bypass as told by his father. There is no loss

of consciousness with profused bleeding right ear and

throat with GCS.

Local examination -

1) Un stitched lacerated wound over mid face. Extending

upto inner aspect of upper lip. Approx. 3 cm X 2 cm X 1
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cm with severe active bleeding.

2) Un stitched lacerated wound over the right parietal

region Approx. 3 cm X 1 cm .

3) Active bleeding from right ear.

43- During cross-examination he admitted that
injury was caused in a road traffic accident.

44. pw.s, pw.B, pw.g, pw.lo, pw.1l & pw.12 dad

not see any accident. Though pw.13 MVI was examined
and on his examination he found no damage of the
motorcycle and mechanical could not be started due to
defect on Ignition key. pw.14 being the rlo of this
case. During his cross-examination, none of eye witness
found in this case. As per version of pw.l and while
recording the statement of accused, accused stated
that on the day of incident while he alongwith victim
pibyajyoti Neog were returning from picnic from Guijan in
a Motor cycle driven by him, near Bypass chariali
suddenly he used break since one cow came in front
of them. Due to use of break the pillion rider Dibyajyoti
Neog fell on the road and sustained injuries and
thereafter he was shifted to hospital for treatment.

45. The accused was charge-sheeted U/s.
34L/3251307 tpc and section 182 & 196 of M.v Act. As
per section 307 Ipc whoever does any act with such
intention or knowledge, and under such circumstances that, if
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he by that act caused death, he would be guilty of murder,

shall be punished with imprisonment of either description for a

term which may extend to ten years, and shall also be liable to

fine; and, if hurt is caused to any person by such act, the

offender shall be liable either to imprisonment for life, or to

such punishment as is hereinbefore mentioned.

46. From perusal of the evidence on record, it
appears that there is no intention or knowledge and the

circumstances that accused got injury while the

accused used sudden break at Guijan Bypass. That time

accused being pillion rider fell on the ground and his

teeth was broken. Though the victim stated that while

he was waiting and accused went to his natural call,

suddenly, accused hit on his face with some unidentified

material. During cross-examination of the accused, he

admitted that he did not state before police regarding

assault. The incident occurred on 3'd January, 2OL7 at

day time. Accused took him to the Gu'ljan for roaming.

Thereafter they came back on accused's bike from Guijan

and heading towards Gobindapur. Before reaching

Gobindapur, the bike was stopped by accused on the plea

of urinal. He was standing near the bike. Later, the

accused returned back and all of a sudden hit his face

with some unidentified maternal. His 5-6 nos of teeth were

broken down and he also received injury on his head.

After that he fell unconscious. Around three months later he

regained his senses at home.
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47. So, the prosecution evidence @
I 
material against the accused 307 Ipc as there is no

I

any intention by accused and the victim went for a

picnic and returned back with accused,s motorcycle and

suddenly accident took place. so, no material against

accused U/s. 307 IpC,

48. Regarding Sec. 341 Ipc, there is no wrongful
restrain by the accused against the victim. so no

restrained found against the accused U/s. 341 Ipc.

49. Regarding Sec. 325 IpC, there is no any

evidence that accused punched on the mouth of the
victim from the road. But there is no such evidence

that accused hit the victim. As the accident took place

due to sudden break applied, the victim felt down on

the ground and sustained injury. wherein during cross-

examination doctor admitted that injury was caused in

a road traffic accident.

50. As regards sec. 182 and Lg6, there is no

evidence at all against the accused person. so,
prosecution is not able to prove both the sections.

51. considering the submission forwarded by both

sides, Ld. Advocate and on perusat of the evidence oF ]

l

PWs, I found that there is no any ingredients as 
I

charged leveled against the accused person. Beyond

doubt, accused could not be convicted and sentenced.

Accordingly, the accused sri Jitul Rajbongshi is acquitted from
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the charges U/s. 341 13251307 of IPC and Sec. 182 & 196

the M.V Act and set at liberty forthwith.

52. The bail-bond of the accused is extended for

months U/s. 437(A) of Cr.P.C.

of

six

53. The seized articles be returned to the person

from whom seized in due course of law.

54. The case is disposed of on contest.

23'd

Given under my hand and seal of this Court on the

day of December, 2022.

Dictated & corrected by me:

%NY
(J.K.Das)

Addl. Sessions JUdge-2(FfC),_
Tinsukia.

%ttt'-
(J.KrDas) 

"

Addl. Sessions Judge-2(FfC,
Tinsukia.
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APPENDIX

LIST OF PROSECUTION /DEFENCE/COURT WITNESSES

A. Prosecution:

RANK NAME NATURE OF EVIDENCE
(EYE WITNESS, POLICE WITNESS,

EXPERT WITNESS, MEDICAL
WITNESS, PANCH WITNESS,

OTHER WITNESS)
PW1 Sri Kumud Neog Informant

PW2 Smt. Nishamoni Neog

PW3 Miss Happymoni Neog

PW4 Dr. Harendra Nath Konwer Medical Witness

PW5 Smt. Sushnarani Neog

PW6 Smt. Anju Neog

PW7 Sri Dibyajyoti Neog Victim

PWB Sri Mridul Kumar Neog

PW9 Sri Padma Gogoi

PWlO Sri B'rjon Gogoi n

PW11 Sri Lokeswar Boraik

PW12 Sri Tanuj Das

PW13 Md. Moniruddin Ahmed, MVI

PW14 Sri Tushen Chutia(S.I). Police Witness
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Defence Witnesses, if anY:

C. Couft Witnesses, if anY :

@
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RANK NAME NATURE OF EVIDENCE

(EYE WITNESS, POLICE

WITNESS,

EXPERT WITNESS, MEDICAL

WITNESS, PANCH WITNESS,

OTHER WITNESS)

DW.1 NA

RANK NAME NATURE OF EVIDENCE
(EYE WITNESS, POLICE

WITNESS,
EXPERT WTTNESS, MEDICAL

WITNESS, PANCH WITNESS,
OTHER WITNESS)

cwl NIL



LIST OF PROSECUTION/DEFENCE/COURT EXHIBITS

Prosecution:

B. Defence:

t

.1

Description

161 Cr.P.C. statement

Prayer for recording Dying
Declaration of injured Sri

Ptpjvoti Neos.

Description
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C. Couft Exhibits:

D. Material Objects:

Sr.
No.

Exhibit Number Description

1 Exhibit C-1/CW1 NIL

Sr.

No.

Exhibit

Number

Description

1 MO1 One Yamaha R-15 Motor Cycle

Reg. No. AS23M4166

2 MO2 Original R/C Book Yamaha of R-15

Motor Cycle Reg. No. AS23M4166

3 M03 Original Insurance Ceftificate Policy

Addl.

!
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